Anatomical hamstring tendons ACL reconstruction with the “linking rings” technique
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ABSTRACT
Hamstring tendons (HTs) are one of the most commonly used autografts for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction (ACLR). However, the tendon-to-bone healing of the HTs grafts within the bone tunnels has always been a concern. Periosteum contains pluripotent stem cells with osteogenic and chondrogenic potential which can allow a direct, stronger and faster healing of the HTs graft within the bone tunnels. In this technical note, we present a modification of anatomical ACLR with the semitendinosus tendon (ST) graft and periosteum augmentation using the “linking rings” technique. The ST is harvested together with periosteum from its distal insertion. An additional free periosteal flap is harvested from the proximal tibia, below the ST insertion. The two free ends of the ST are then linked with a strong non-resorbable suture forming a ring and then folded again creating a quadruple construct with two loops at each end. The periosteum is then wrapped and sutured around the quadruple ST graft on both sides of the linking rings near the femoral and tibial tunnel opening. A technical pearl is to use one artery clamp inside the double rings at the graft ends, pull apart simultaneously and equal the tension between the strands. Another technical pearl is to not pull the periosteum to obtain the flaps, but to use instead a periosteal elevator to preserve the cambium layer which contains the pluripotent stem cells.

Anatomical hamstring tendons ACL reconstruction with the “linking rings” technique

- The ST graft is harvested with periosteum from its distal insertion
- An additional free periosteal flap is harvested below the ST insertion with a 11-blade knife
- A periosteal elevator is used to harvest both periosteal flaps to preserve the cambium layer
- The free ends of the ST graft are sutured together creating a ring and then folded into a quadruple configuration. The periosteal flaps are wrapped and sutured with vicryl 2-0 on both sides of the graft (linking rings) near the femoral and tibial tunnel opening
- The cambium layer is faced outside to the bone tunnel
- If the diameter of the ST graft is less than 8 mm, the Gracilis tendon is also harvested and added to form a 6 or 7 stranded graft
- The centre of the femoral tunnel is placed predominantly in correspondence of the anteromedial bundle of the ACL
- The femoral tunnel is drilled with a steeper angle, creating an oval shaped tunnel entrance also covering a part of the posterolateral bundle
- The tibial tunnel is positioned at the centre of the tibial footprint of the ACL
- The graft is passed in the tunnels and fixed on both femur and tibia with a suspensory fixation device
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Technique structure

Outline of the clinical problem

Hamstring tendons are one of the most commonly used autografts for anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR). Previous studies reported inferior donor site morbidity [1] and superior subjective knee outcomes [2] with Hamstring tendons (HTs) grafts compared with bone-patellar tendon-bone grafts. On the other hand, HTs grafts are associated with increased knee laxity after ACLR [2]. In a histological study, Eriksson et al. [3] showed that an HT graft can promote normal tendon-to-bone in growth through the formation of Sharpey’s fibres and chondroid differentiation (direct healing). However, graft incorporation within the bone tunnels and the ligamentization process are slower with HTs grafts compared with bone-patellar tendon-bone grafts [4]. Osteointegration of HTs grafts within the bone tunnels can be enhanced with a periostem autograft [5].

Treatment options

An ACL injury can be managed both conservatively and surgically. In patients involved in pivoting sports, early anatomical ACLR is indicated due to the risk of associated (cartilage and meniscus) injuries. For patients not involved in pivoting sports, a first line treatment with rehabilitation might be pursued. However, in case of persistent instability, anatomical ACLR is recommended [6].

Surgical indications and contraindications

Anatomical HTs ACLR with the “linking rings” technique can be performed routinely in any case of ACLR. There are no specific contraindications to this technique as there is no additional morbidity.

Outcomes of the technique

A prospective study by Chen et al. [7] evaluated 62 patients who underwent HTs ACLR with periostem graft augmentation at a minimum 2-year follow-up. The median Lysholm knee score improved from 59 preoperatively to 94 postoperatively. Ninety-two percent of the patients had a normal or nearly normal IKDC score. Nine (14.5%) patients did not involve pivoting sports, a 2-year follow-up. The median Lysholm knee score improved from 59 preoperatively to 94 postoperatively. Ninety-two percent of the patients had a normal or nearly normal International Knee Documentation Committee form (IKDC) postoperatively. Four (6%) patients had a grade 2 or greater anterior drawer test. One patient (2%) had a grade 3 pivot shift postoperatively. Ninety-three percent of the patients had a normal or nearly normal IKDC knee score improved from 56 preoperatively to 95 postoperatively.

Complications

No specific complications are related to this technique. The addition of a perioseal flap to HTs graft as healing enhancement procedure carries no additional morbidity.

Conclusion and future perspectives

A periostem autograft may enhance osteointegration of HTs grafts within the bone tunnels, allowing for a stronger and faster healing. Anatomical HTs ACLR with the “linking rings” technique can be safely performed in any case of ACLR, without any additional morbidity. Autogenous periostem is readily available from the proximal tibia and can be easily harvested from the same incision used for HTs harvesting.

Future studies are required to determine if the application of periosteum augmentation to HTs grafts in ACLR can lead to superior clinical outcomes.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jisaks.2022.07.001.
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